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SNOW CRYSTALS
Pam and Nicky Lintott page 39

TRIANGLE TEMPLATE

ACTUAL SIZE
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ROSE GARDEN
BASKETS
Linda Clements page 46

ROSE GARDEN
BASKET TEMPLATE

ACTUAL SIZE

No seam allowance is needed for fusible web appliqué.

For needle-turn appliqué, add a ¼in seam allowance all round to the handle and base templates.

HANDLE

BASKET BASE

Tuck about ¼in of the ends of the handle under the Dresden basket.
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Join part A to part B here

SARAH’S TRIANGLES
Susan Briscoe page 79

FAN TEMPLATE
PART A
ACTUAL SIZE

Join part A to part B here

Join part A to part C here
Join part B to part C here
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SARAH’S TRIANGLES
Susan Briscoe page 79

FAN TEMPLATE
PART C
ACTUAL SIZE

Join part C to parts A & B here
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SARAH’S TRIANGLES
Susan Briscoe page 79

GOTHIC ARCH TEMPLATE
ACTUAL SIZE
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